The liberal media constantly complain about conservative talk radio, saying it’s filled with hatemongers who appeal to people’s basest desires and fears. It doesn’t matter that they never produce any evidence to back up their charge. They just keep throwing mud at conservative talk radio, and sometimes even make it up — as with their attacks on Rush Limbaugh. But when it comes to left-wing talk radio, which is filled with anti-conservative vitriol, the liberal media never say a word, never complain. In fact, they applaud the so-called civil discourse on the far left side of the radio dial. A new Special Report by the MRC documents just how truly hateful and vile left-wing talk radio hosts are and how hypocritical the liberal media are about the topic.

Left-wing talk radio and MSNBC host Ed Schultz ranted last fall, “The Republicans lie! They want to see you dead! They’d rather make money off your dead corpse! They kind of like it when that woman has cancer and they don’t have anything for her.”

The report by Research Director Rich Noyes, entitled The Real Radio Hate mongers: Left-Wing Radio Hosts’ Track Record of Vile and Vicious Rhetoric, details some of the most scurrilous attacks since 2007 by lefty talkmeisters. Let’s look at some examples.

Ed Schultz, who also has a political talk show on MSNBC, is one of the most well-known left-wing talk-radio hosts with a nationally syndicated program. On Apr. 21, 2009, Schultz told his listeners that Dick Cheney “is nothing but a selfish pig” and “Cheney wants this country to get hit. He wants another terrorist attack for political gain. They want to bury liberals the same way they want to bury the terrorists.”

Dick Cheney wants Americans killed. That’s not newsworthy?

In August last year Schultz said, “Sometimes I think they want Obama to get shot. I do. I really think that there are conservative broadcasters in this country who would love to see Obama taken out.”

Conservatives want to kill President Obama. That’s not hateful?

In reference to Rush Limbaugh’s speech at the 2009 Conservative Political Action Conference, Schultz railed, “Now if you watch Limbaugh with the sound down, the drugster, he looks like Adolf Hitler! His animation is amazing! It’s, the parallel is so striking. ... I think there are parallels drawn by some of the things Hitler was saying and some of the things that were at the CPAC convention. They are not Americans.”

What would they say if we talked about liberals this way?

On health care, Schultz ranted last fall, “The Republicans lie! They want to see you dead! They’d rather make money off your dead corpse! They kind of like it when that woman has cancer and they don’t have anything for her.”

Continued on page 2
Republicans want to kill you. But conservatives are haters?

While Schultz seems pretty tightly wound, he can’t hold a candle to Mike Malloy. Malloy runs his program out of Atlanta and he used to be a regular on the Air America Radio Network until it imploded in January. He also was a news writer for CNN from 1984 to 1987.

In January 2010, Malloy ranted, “You crazy sons of bitches, you right-wingers. Do you not understand that the people you hold up as heroes bombed your god---- country? Do you not understand that Glenn Beck and Sean Hannity and Rush Limbaugh and Bill O’Reilly are as complicit of the September 11, 2001 terror attack as any one of those dumbass 15 who came from Saudi Arabia? Don’t you get that?”

Malloy railed in February 2009: “Republicans are jihadists. They want to blow themselves up! They are a terrorist organization, the Republican Party. It needs to be killed before it does more damage to our country!”

As for Rush Limbaugh, he’s “a bigger threat to this country than Osama bin Laden,” wailed Malloy last year. “He’s a bigger threat than anybody that the CIA can invent. ... So why isn’t he arrested and sentenced for treason?”

As for Dick Cheney, Malloy actually said he looked “very ruddy” because “he must have feasted on a Jewish baby or a Muslim baby. He must have sent his people out to get one and bring it back so he could drink its blood.”

Concerning conservative Fred Barnes, Malloy told his listeners, “I’m sure he eats children’s arms and legs for afternoon snacks. This guy is insane!” And on Limbaugh again, Malloy ranted: “he’s just a filthy beast,” a “filthy human being” and a “filthy dehumanized pig.”

That seems civil, doesn’t it? For the clincher, Malloy said that Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-Minn.) is “the type of person that would have gladly rounded up the Jews in Germany and shipped them off to death camps.”

In his May 2010 book, Toxic Talk: How the Radical Right Has Poisoned America’s Airwaves, longtime CNN and MSNBC commentator Bill Press, who now has his own talk-radio show, wrote that he was “proud to be in the company of Ed Schultz … and Mike Malloy” whose radio shows “are world class.”

Left-wing talker Randi Rhodes said in April that the Tea Party is “the sickest movement I’ve ever seen in my life,” filled with dolts holding “stupid signs screaming and yelling.”

On his Air America show last year, Montel Williams called on Rep. Bachman to “slit your wrist! Go ahead [laughs] .... Or, you know, do us all a better thing: Move that knife up about two feet. I mean, start right at the collarbone.”

And the hateful, vicious, putrid rhetoric of the left goes on and on. Yet no one in the major media says a word. No condemnatory reports on CBS, NBC, or ABC about how the left’s bitter speech coarsens the nation’s dialogue and fuels division and violence.

Yet the liberal media scream hate speech when conservatives talk about Obama’s health care plan as socialized medicine. The hypocrisy is so glaring it’s embarrassing.

The liberal media won’t tell you about the hatemongers that rule left-wing talk radio, but we will. And we’ll also keep you and the American people informed about the liberal bias that permeates the major media day in and day out. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. Let us soldier on.

Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President
MRC Declares War on the Left-Wing Media!

The MRC’s “Tell The Truth!” campaign is on the march on several fronts this fall, exposing the gross liberal bias of the dominant media and countering it through our divisions, the MRC Action Team, advertising on radio, TV, and the Internet, and through grassroots events. The goal is simple: expose for all America to see the “mainstream” media’s leftist agenda and then demand that these lefties just tell the truth! Tell the truth about massive growth in government and control over our lives; runaway spending, deficits, and debt; and efforts to turn our country into a European-style socialist state.

This “Tell The Truth!” campaign is the biggest and most important in the MRC’s 23-year history. It is, simply, a declaration of war on the left-wing media.

We are intensifying our critical divisions, such as our NewsBusters blog and newswire CNSNews.com, to deliver a daily barrage of reliable news and analysis, using our heroes online and on conservative talk radio as our megaphones. We plan to reach a record number of Americans — more than 80 million — every week over the next several months and present them with concrete evidence of the leftist bias in the press.

The MRC is participating in at least five Tea Party rallies, handing out “Tell the Truth!” kits and items to wear and show to the public. Also, we are running ads on the Internet, on such important sites as The Drudge Report, NewsMax.com, Hannity.com, GlennBeck.com and RushLimbaugh.com.

MRC staff and President Brent Bozell christen one of the six “Tell The Truth!” trucks outside MRC headquarters in Alexandria, Va.

The MRC is running billboards in the following cities: Cincinnati, Dallas, Las Vegas, Lexington, Little Rock, Milwaukee, Orlando, Pittsburgh, and Seattle.

Further, the MRC this month is saturating Mark Levin’s talk-radio show with hard-hitting ads demanding that the press tell the truth. And on TV, we’re running commercials on Fox’s Hannity show following our analysis in Sean’s “Media Mash” segment on Thursdays.

Back by popular demand, the MRC is posting billboard ads in nine cities with our Tell The Truth! message. Also, we’ve rented trucks with massive mobile billboards to comb Washington, D.C. and Denver, CO, as well as four trucks in New York City to drive all day long around the headquarters of NBC, CBS, ABC, and the New York Times. Just to be a thorn in their left-leaning side.

The “Tell The Truth!” campaign is a powerful and effective way to force the liberal media to give the news to the American people straight. It isn’t easy, and it isn’t cheap but it is effective.

To learn more about how you can help in this campaign, visit www.TellTheTruth2010.org or call the MRC direct at 703-683-9733 and ask to speak with our team about “Tell The Truth!”

Conservative activist Andrew Breitbart with an MRC sign at the 9/12 Rally in Washington, D.C.

The MRC is running billboards in the following cities: Cincinnati, Dallas, Las Vegas, Lexington, Little Rock, Milwaukee, Orlando, Pittsburgh, and Seattle.
Good Jobless News?

Although unemployment rose to 9.6 percent in early September, the news networks somehow found a “mixed picture” and a “silver lining” in the gloomy number, apparently to help boost the Democrats and President Obama going into the November elections.

Typical was NBC’s Brian Williams sputtering on Sept. 3 when the unemployment rate was released, “It’s a mixed picture here, but it’s giving some encouragement to those who are out there looking.” CBS Evening News’ Erica Hill saw “a bit of a mixed bag” before her colleague Anthony Mason chirped that “weak as the job numbers were, they were better than Wall Street expected.”

Over at ABC, David Muir echoed the White House: “More jobs lost and the president, just today, taking the Republicans on. Are they standing in the way?” Muir prattled on, “Some economists say there is still a silver lining in these new numbers.”

Radicals!

Newsweek’s Jonathan Alter is warning Democrats to fight hard in the November elections because if Republicans win, it could mean turning the Congress over to “extremists, to radicals.” As he opined on MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow Show: “You know, it began in 1994. That was where we got radical Republican leadership for the first time. The reason that they succeeded was that the moderate Republican leadership of the old days had failed to regain control of the House of Representatives. So the lesson after ‘94 was: Be radical and maybe you can come back into power.

“So the message is not really for other Republicans. The message is for Democrats and how much do Democrats care about turning over a branch of our government to extremists, to radicals.” Horrors. Alter further lamented, “We’re talking about a different crowd with a radical agenda that they want to impose on our country.”

Thrill is Back

MSNBC’s Chris Matthews, who revealed he felt a “a thrill going up” his leg when listening to Barack Obama speak on the 2008 campaign trail, re-expressed his excitement on Sept. 7 after broadcasting one of Obama’s earlier senatorial speeches. “Wow, that was America’s introduction to Barack Obama in 2004 in his acknowledgement that only in America was his story possible — inspired us. And as he battled through the 2008 primaries, he retold that story and it was electric.”

“I get the same thrill up my leg all over me every time I hear those words,” gushed Matthews. “I’m sorry, ladies and gentlemen, that’s me. He’s talking about my country and nobody does it better. Can President Obama stir us again and help his party keep power this November?” When asked about that leg tingle, Matthews barked, “It wasn’t a tingle up my leg. That’s what right-wing fascists say. I got a thrill up my leg, okay?”
Cavett History 101

While 71 percent of Americans oppose the building of a mosque near Ground Zero in Manhattan, former TV host Dick Cavett barked in his online New York Times column that the opposition reminded him of “a sentiment attributed to our Admiral ‘Bull’ Halsey” during World War II. To wit, “If I met a pregnant Japanese woman, I’d kick her in the belly.” Cavett further mused, “These are not proud moments in my heritage. But now, I’m genuinely ashamed of us. How sad this whole mosque business is. It doesn’t take much, it seems, to lift the lid and let our home-grown racism and bigotry overflow. We have collectively taken a pratfall on a moral whoopee cushion.”

“A heyday is being had by a posse of the cheesiest Republican politicos” over the mosque issue, opined Cavett who added, “And of course Rush L. dependably pollutes the atmosphere with his particular brand of airborne sludge.”

More Smears

ABC’s Dan Harris smeared conservatives Glenn Beck and Sarah Palin as awkwardly as a liberal could on the Sept. 6 edition of Good Morning America, reporting in one breath, “It is but a preview of the anger we’ll be seeing on the upcoming ninth anniversary of 9/11, now just five days away, which will include an event in Alaska featuring Glenn Beck and Sarah Palin, a protest at Ground Zero and a Koran-burning ceremony at a church in Florida.” Beck and Palin had no plans to burn the Koran, but the implication was clear with Harris fretting, “Critics say all this rhetoric is fueling anti-Muslim violence.” Harris’s ABC colleague Juju Chang also chimed in, “Of course, the upcoming anniversary of 9/11 has many worried the strong words being heard may lead to violence against symbols of Islam across America.”

Minibits

- MSNBC’s Keith Olbermann explains GOP political strategy, “The Republican method for winning elections is hate. Hate somebody. Anybody will do. We have seen it this year with immigrants and now, Muslims.”
- Olbermann’s alter-ego at MSNBC, Cenk Uygur, also rails, “What black person, gay guy or girl, immigrant or Muslim-American in their right mind would vote for the Republican Party? They might as well hang a sign around their neck saying ‘I hate myself.’”
- CBS’s Chris Wragge laments for Obama, “Why is the man with the soaring rhetoric having such a hard time getting his message across?”
- NBC’s Richard Engel opines that before the Iraq war, Saddam Hussein “was probably getting more moderate” and “was heading in a direction of accommodation.”
- NBC’s Brian Williams throws Obama a softball, “Coming off your summer vacation: How does it re-charge you, what do you think about, what do you see, what do you read about, how are you thinking about your job these days?”
- CBS’s Nancy Cordes sees a “nearly all-white crowd” at Glenn Beck’s rally and chirps, “I’m noticing that there aren’t a lot of minorities here today. Why do you think that is?”
- In New Orleans, NBC’s Matt Lauer quizzes Laura Bush, “Is it ever painful for you to come back to this region, because in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, it seems so much of the blame for what happened or didn’t happen here was laid at the feet of your husband?”
- In another moment of embarrassing candor, actor John Cusack tweets, “I am for a Satanic death cult center at Fox News HQ and outside the offices of Dick Armey and Newt Gingrich and all the GOP welfare freaks.”
- CNN’s John Roberts spins, “Some of these candidates who are very far to the right, many of the ones who are backed by the Tea Party, are they going to be Kryptonite come November?”
- NBC’s Chuck Todd sobers up and tells the Today show, “Democrats are in deep, deep trouble.”
The fifth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina recalls a horror show on two levels. There's the actual disaster which killed hundreds of people - and then there's the media smear job on the Bush administration and first responders. No one should forget pompous grandstanders like NBC Nightly News anchor Brian Williams signing off three months after the floods from the Lower Ninth Ward: “This is a neighborhood that’s been left to die.”

How those network anchors loved hurricane hyperbole! Williams, for one, lectured the nation that the hurricane should “necessitate a national discussion on race, on oil, politics, class, infrastructure, the environment, and more.” He underlined that a top local radio station decided not to air President Bush’s remarks from the city since “nothing he could say could ever help them deal with the dire situation unfolding live in the streets of New Orleans, where people were still dying during his visit.”

It never mattered to these nattering nabobs that, as Popular Mechanics magazine documented, Katrina spurred by far the largest and fastest rescue effort in American history, with nearly 100,000 emergency personnel arriving on the scene within three days of the storm’s landfall, rescuing an estimated 50,000 residents.

Not content to attack Bush on just his own program, Williams took to comedy shows to unload more spin. He lectured to Jon Stewart on how cities less black than New Orleans would have seen a lot more helicopter rescues. Williams proudly took that attack directly to Bush three months after the storm. “After the tragedy, I heard someone ask rhetorically, ‘What if this had been Nantucket, Massachusetts, or Inner Harbor Baltimore or Chicago or Houston?’ Are you convinced the response would have been the same? Was there any social or class or race aspect to the response?”

On the first anniversary of Katrina, Williams repeated the mudslinging, citing radical-left black professor Michael Eric Dyson in Bush’s face: “A lot of Americans are always going to believe that that weekend, that week, you were watching something on television other than what they were seeing, and Professor Dyson from the University of Pennsylvania said on our broadcast last night it was because of your patrician upbringing, that it’s a class issue." Bush shot back: “Dyson doesn’t know. I don’t know Dyson, and Dyson doesn’t know me.”

But Williams didn’t care. His cartoon was perfect.

Williams later appeared on PBS and boasted “You can’t give distance. I don’t mean that in a Jets vs. Sharks way, I’m not an adversary.” That’s laughable. He insisted Bush “appreciates the swordfight of a crackling good conversation.”

Now watch Williams “swordfight” with Barack Obama. He’s gone from musketeer to Mouseketeer. On the fifth anniversary of the hurricane, Williams deferred to the statesman before him by asking about the lack of a national conversation: “Katrina was about so many things. It was about class and race and government and the environment. Whatever happened to that national conversation we were supposed to have about it?”

Is that all the toughness Williams could muster? That’s how he “crackles” now? See his crackling swordfight over the BP oil spill and Obama’s lack of effort: “It’s getting baked in a little bit in the media that BP was President Obama’s Katrina. And it’s also getting baked in that the administration was slow off the mark. Is that unfair?”

What about our disastrous economy? Surely Williams would challenge Obama here. “Do you have anything new on the economy?”

Instead of tough questions, Williams felt Obama’s pain that too many Americans misunderstand his religious faith: “Mr. President, you’re an American-born Christian, and yet increasing and now significant numbers of Americans in polls, upwards of a fifth of respondents, are claiming you are neither. A fifth of the people, just about, believe you’re a Muslim….This has to be troubling to you. This is, of course, all new territory for an American president.”

That’s not even a question! But it’s all in a day’s shoeshine for Brian Williams. He loved slinging “racist, classist” mud on Bush, but he was so distraught by Obama’s-a-Muslim rumors that he replayed the poor-Barry exchange a second time the next night.

Why is this arrogant partisan the leading evening-news anchor in America? He drew 7.2 million viewers last week, as the ratings continue to decline. That’s not unexpected when an anchorman can’t be bothered to ask tougher questions to this president than his makeup artist would.
The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

### Television

- **CBN**: CB, NewsWatch Aug. 16, Sep. 9
- **CNN**: Anderson Cooper 360, Aug. 19
- **FNC**: Fox News Watch, Aug. 21
- **MSNBC**: Countdown, Aug. 11, The Ed Show, Aug. 6

### Radio

- American Family Radio, Aug. 24, 25, 27
- Blog Talk Radio, Aug. 17
- Cable Radio Network, Aug. 18
- Georgia News Network, Aug. 24
- Mark Levin Show, Sep. 2, 9
- Rusty Humphries Show, Aug. 24
- San Diego City Beat, Aug. 25
- Thom Hartmann Show, Aug. 17, 24
- Viewpoints Radio, Aug. 13
- KFAX, San Francisco, CA, Aug. 25, 26
- KMED, Medford, OR, Aug. 17
- WABC, New York, NY, Aug. 22, 28
- WAVA, Arlington, VA, Aug. 17
- WCHE, Westchester, PA, Aug. 23
- WENY, Corning, NY, Aug. 18
- WIBA, Madison, WI, Aug. 24
- WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Aug. 19
- WIZM, La Crosse, WI, Aug. 23
- WKRC, Cincinnati, OH, Aug. 24
- WMAL, Baltimore, MD, Aug. 19
- WMUZ, Detroit, MI, Aug. 24
- WTKF, Greenville, NC, Aug. 20

### Print

- Associated Press, Aug. 19, 27
- Baltimore Sun, Aug. 6
- Daily Mail, Aug. 25
- Federal News Service, Aug. 6, 13
- Hindustan Times, Aug. 13
- Human Events, Aug. 25, Sept. 1
- Investor’s Business Daily, Aug. 10, 20
- Minneapolis Star-Tribune, Aug. 31
- Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Aug. 16, 23
- San Francisco Examiner, Aug. 16
- Sunshine State News, Aug. 19
- Variety, Aug. 28
- Wall Street Journal, Aug. 25
- Washington Times, Aug. 17, 25

### Internet

- Drudge Report, Aug. 28, 29, 30, Sept. 8, 9
- FoxNews.com, Aug. 11, 19, 23, Sept. 3
- GOPUSA, Aug. 13
- HotAir.com, Aug. 24
- Human Events.com, Aug. 29
- LifeSiteNews.com, Aug. 25
- Mediabistro.com, Aug. 19
- Mediaite, Aug. 16
- NewsHounds, Aug. 30
- NewsMax, Aug. 25
- OneNewsNow, Aug. 18, 20, 21
- OregonLive.com, Aug. 21
- Pam’s House Blend, Aug. 13
- Patriot Post, Aug. 24, 26
- RightSideNews, Aug. 25
- World Net Daily, Aug. 24

### Partial Listing

- CBN: NewsWatch
- CNN: Anderson Cooper 360
- FNC: Fox News Watch
- MSNBC: Countdown, The Ed Show

- Thousands of CNN viewers saw the MRC’s “Don’t Believe the Liberal Media” sign behind reporter Shannon Travis who covered the 9/12 rally, dominated by conservative activists, on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.

- “The fact is, as CNSNews.com reported, ‘In the first 19 months of the Obama administration, the federal debt held by the public increased by $2.5260 trillion, which is more than the cumulative total of the national debt held by the public that was amassed by all U.S. presidents from George Washington through Ronald Reagan.’”

- From Chuck Norris’s Creators Syndicate column, “Even Hillary Agrees!” - Sept. 13, 2010
FROM THE DESK OF
DR. AND MRS. JACK HASLEY
MAUMEE, OHIO

L. Brent Bozell III
Media Research Center
325 South Patrick St.
Alexandria, VA 22314

Dear Brent,

Our thanks for sending the “Tell the Truth!” video and the Steve Forbes book on capitalism, freedom, and free markets.

The disastrous events our country has been through the last two years have certainly made evident the war that secularists and radical liberals have been waging on America and Americans. You and your organization are invaluable in not just defending conservative values and ideas, but in promoting truth as a counter weapon against the falsehoods that are the stock in trade of the media in support of the Left’s agenda.

Thank you also for the excellent “Tell the Truth!” session in Chicago in June. As usual, your efforts were informative, well done, and a clear call to action. We also enjoyed Steve Forbes’ talk, with his usual forthright and specific statements of our economic problems and their solutions. Our thanks to Sara Bell and the rest of your staff.

We have already sent a contribution in response to the “Tell the Truth!” campaign. We want to do our part to make sure you can continue to expose the agenda and the failings of the media so that the conservative movement and America can flourish, especially in these perilous times.

Sincerely,

Jack
Marilyn

Jack and Marilyn Hasley

For more information on how to become an Associate or Trustee level donor and receive complementary event invitations, please contact Sara Bell at (703) 302-8311.

New Book by CNSNews.com Editor-in-Chief Documents How Liberals Plan to Ruin Your Life

In his explosive new book, Control Freaks: 7 Ways Liberals Plan to Ruin Your Life, Terry Jeffrey, the editor-in-chief of the MRC’s news division, CNSNews.com, exposes how liberals are using government power to control more and more of people’s lives, from what kinds of cars we drive to what doctors we can see and even to what radio shows we can listen to.

It’s all about control. The liberals run Congress, the White House, and the media, and now they are pulling out all the stops to run, i.e., ruin, your life. The book is required reading for any conservative worried about what the Obama regime is doing to America.